
<As simple as a mouse click:
yunIO makes process optimization 
and data integration in  
SAP a breeze.>
Design, automate, and integrate 
your SAP processes easily and  
directly in the web browser,  
without SAP GUI and seamlessly 
transfer SAP data for efficient 
workflows.

yunIO is your universal no-code 
solution for automating SAP  
processes and transferring SAP 
data to third-party systems. 
Whether in web- and cloud-based 
solutions or on-premises systems – 
yunIO is flexible and connects your 
SAP system to any environment 
that supports REST web services.

 
 

theobald-software.com/yunio

Your benefits at a glance:

>  Design, automate, and integrate SAP processes 
directly in the browser

> No-code required, do it all without SAP GUI or 
  complex programming
> Flexible deployment to any application and  
  platform that supports REST Web services
>  Intuitive user interface with quick and easy setup
>  Record and execute even complex SAP transactions 

with Transaction Feature and automate routine 
tasks thanks to Robotic Process Automation (RPA)

 

>  Central access for all employees via your existing 
collaboration tool 

>  Avoid data redundancies, incorrect entries,  
and system failures

>  Flexible workflow design and simplified processes
>  Cost savings, since employees do not need 

expensive SAP training and learning materials
>  Access to SAP processes at any time and from any 

device
> Versatile use cases
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<SAP process automation 
without SAP GUI>

With the help of a web inter-
face, yunIO services can be 
easily put together, which  
address SAP function mo-
dules, tables or transactions 
and are used in the target 
application. SAP complexity is 
eliminated and a simple REST 
service is created.  

<Robotic Process  
Automation>

The Transaction Feature in 
yunIO enables a whole new 
generation of transaction 
automation. Record SAP trans-
actions and execute them 
automatically. This way you 
can easily automate recurring 
workflows and relieve your 
departments.

<Versatile possibilities> 

yunIO is versatile and is already 
used in a variety of processes 
- in different business areas 
of all industries. Discover the 
different use cases and learn 
how yunIO is used in practice.   

Try our free demo version at  
theobald-software.com/yunio

You are curious and want  
to learn more about yunIO?

theobald-software.com/en/yunio-use-cases/ 


